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6 Abstract—Paleoseismic work completed at Hog Lake on the

7 San Jacinto Fault (SJF) near Anza, California, indicates that at least

8 21 surface ruptures have occurred in the Anza Seismic gap over the

9 past 4,000 years. The ages of the ruptures are constrained by 111

10 radiocarbon dates, 97 of which fall in stratigraphic order. The

11 average recurrence interval for all ruptures for this period is about

12 185 ± 105 years, although some ruptures, such as occurred in the

13 April 1918 earthquake, caused only minor displacement. We rate

14 the expression of each interpreted event in each of the twelve

15 developed field exposures presented in this work by assigning

16 numeric values for the presence of different criteria that indicate

17 rupture to a paleo-ground surface. Weakly expressed ruptures, for

18 example the deformation we interpret to be the result of the his-

19 torical 1918 earthquake, received low scores and are interpreted as

20 smaller earthquakes. From this analysis, we infer that at least fif-

21 teen of the identified ruptures are indicative of large earthquakes

22 similar to the penultimate earthquake, inferred to be the Mw 7.3 22

23 November 1800 earthquake. The adjusted recurrence interval for

24 large earthquakes lengthens to approximately 254 years. Compar-

25 ison with the rupture history at the Mystic Lake paleoseismic site

26 on the Claremont strand indicates that it is plausible that several of

27 the large ruptures identified at Hog Lake could have jumped the

28 Hemet step-over at Mystic Lake and continued on the Claremont

29 strand (or vice versa), but most of the event ages do not match

30 between the two sites, indicating that most ruptures do not jump the

31 step. Finally, comparison with San Andreas Fault ruptures both to

32 the north and south of its juncture with the SJF suggest that some

33 northern SJF ruptures identified at Mystic Lake may correlate with

34 events identified at Wrightwood, but that these northern ruptures

35 have no match at Hog Lake and can not indicate rupture of the

36 entire SJF onto the SAF.

37 Key words: Paleoseismology, San Jacinto fault, Earthquake

38 recurrence patterns, Fault behavior.

39401. Introduction

41Long records of past earthquakes on major plate

42boundary faults reveal the long-term temporal and

43spatial patterns of moderate to large earthquake pro-

44duction, thus providing a means of testing whether

45earthquake behavior is periodic, random, or clustered

46in time. Moreover, long records provide a means of

47forecasting the likely occurrence of future large

48earthquakes on that fault. Development of a long

49rupture record requires both excellent stratigraphy and

50the ability to date numerous stratigraphic layers with

51relatively high precision, conditions that exist at a

52relatively few investigated sites (SIEH 1978; SCHARER

53et al. 2007, 2010; FUMAL et al. 2002; LIENKAEMPER and

54WILLIAMS 2007; LIENKAEMPER et al. 2010; BERRYMAN

552012). Most paleoseismic sites are limited to the

56dating of just the past few surface ruptures (LINDVALL

572002; GRANT and SIEH 1994; STONE et al. 2002; YOUNG

58et al. 2002), whereas some have records that extend

59back to a dozen or fewer events. The longest record

60has been developed at the Wrightwood paleoseismic

61site along the San Andreas Fault, where as many as 30

62events have been recorded over the past 5,000 years,

63although the middle part of the record is incomplete

64(FUMAL et al. 2002; SCHARER et al. 2007, 2010).

65In this paper, we present evidence of as many as

6621 surface ruptures over the past 4,000 years that

67have been recorded in the stratigraphy at Hog Lake, a

68sag pond along the central San Jacinto Fault near

69Anza, California (Figs. 1, 2). Hog Lake is an

70ephemeral pond with centimeter-scale stratigraphic

71resolution and numerous peat-like organic layers

72indicative of periods of non-deposition punctuated by

73brief periods of clastic deposition. Most of the peat-
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74 like layers contain small seeds, and most stratigraphic

75 units contain charcoal, providing the ability to

76 develop a precise chronology of sedimentation, and

77 thus earthquake ages. The San Jacinto Fault bisects

78 the pond, providing the opportunity to study the

79 interaction between surface ruptures and sedimenta-

80 tion, making it an ideal paleoseismic environment.

81 Using this long record, we investigated the variability

82 in earthquake production for the central San Jacinto

83 Fault, and compared its earthquake history to that of a

84 site at Mystic Lake, located about 47 km farther north

85 along the Claremont strand of the fault zone. We also

86 compared these results with the rupture history

87 recorded at sites along the San Andreas Fault and

88 discuss plausible scenarios of fault interaction.

89 2. Structural Setting of Hog Lake

90 The San Jacinto Fault is a major structural element

91 of the southern San Andreas Fault system in southern

92California. The Clark strand is the primary strand of

93the central San Jacinto Fault zone. SHARP (1967)

94suggested a total offset of *25 km based primarily on

95the offset of the Thomas Mountain Sill, with most of

96that total on the Clark strand itself (Fig. 2a). Thus, slip

97rates on the central Clark strand should be a good

98representation of the slip rate of the San Jacinto Fault.

99Some workers have suggested that the San Jacinto

100Fault and San Andreas Fault may accommodate sub-

101equal amounts of the current plate boundary slip

102(BENNETT et al. 2004; FIALKO 2006; BLISNIUK et al.

1032010). The late Quaternary slip rate of the Clark

104strand (Fig. 2b) has been estimated to be approxi-

105mately 12–14 mm/year at Anza (ROCKWELL et al.

1061990; BLISNIUK et al. 2013). The Holocene rate at

107Anza was estimated to be about 15 ±3 mm/year for

108the past 4,300 years based on the offset of a beheaded

109buried channel dated by 14C (MERIFIELD et al. 1991).

110These rates are comparable with or slightly lower than

111geodetic rates (BENNETT et al. 2004). Recent work to

112the south indicates that the slip rate drops towards the

Figure 1
Faults and referenced paleoseismic sites mentioned in the text (hexagons) along the southern San Andreas Fault system in southern California.

Also note the locations of Spanish missions (stars) that reported (or did not report) the earthquake in November, 1800. SB Santa Barbara,

V Ventura, SF San Fernando, SG San Gabriel, LA Los Angeles, SJC San Juan Capistrano, SD San Diego
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113 southern end of the Clark Fault, presumably as slip is

114 transferred to the Coyote Creek and Buck Ridge

115 strands southeast of Anza (BLISNIUK et al. 2010)

116 (Fig. 2b). Comparison of slip distribution inferred for

117 the most recent event (SALISBURY et al. 2012) with the

118 many slip rate determinations along the Clark fault

119 suggests that slip rate is built by repeated large dis-

120 placements on the fault, as recorded in the young

121 geomorphology (Fig. 2b). Ideally, earthquake pro-

122 duction over the past several thousand years, as

123 recorded at Hog Lake, should also be sufficient to

124 accommodate the long-term slip rate, so the

125 4,000 year earthquake record at Hog Lake should be a

126 reasonable representation of the long-term production

127 rate along the central San Jacinto Fault.

128 Hog Lake lies within the Anza seismic gap of

129 SANDERS and KANAMORI (1984) (Fig. 3), which has

130been interpreted as a locked or high-strength section

131of the central San Jacinto Fault; seismicity reaches as

132deep as 20 km on either side of the gap. Slip distri-

133butions have been determined for the past three

134surface ruptures along the Clark Fault through the

135seismic gap from such offset geomorphic features as

136rills, small channels, and alluvial bars (SALISBURY

137et al. 2012). Displacement through the Anza area is

138estimated to have reached a maximum of 3–4 m for

139each of the past three large prehistoric events, with

140rupture from the moderate Mw 6.9 1918 earthquake

141extending northwest of the gap from Hog Lake to

142Hemet (SALISBURY et al. 2012) (Fig. 2b). Displace-

143ment from the three larger earthquakes is interpreted

144to decrease to the southeast of Anza and to the

145northwest of Hog Lake, which supports the idea that

146the seismicity gap is the strongest structural element

Figure 2
a Geological map of the south-central San Jacinto fault showing the offset of the Thomas Mountain Sill, the location of Hog Lake, and

secondary faults. Geology simplified from SHARP (1967). b Slip distribution for the two most recent Clark fault ruptures, inferred to have

resulted from the 1918 and 1800 earthquakes (SALISBURY et al. 2012) plotted with slip rate estimates and uncertainties (ROCKWELL et al. 1990;

BLISNIUK et al. 2010, 2013) suggesting that slip rate is built by repeated ruptures similar to these historical earthquakes
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147 of the central San Jacinto Fault zone, assuming each

148 3–4 m displacement represents the maximum dis-

149 placement of a single earthquake.

150 Hog Lake occupies a small releasing step in the

151 fault between two major alluvial fans that drain

152 large catchments along the southwest flank of Tho-

153 mas Mountain (Fig. 4). The two alluvial fans

154 presumably supply most or all of the sediment to the

155 Hog Lake depression. Of note is the fact that the

156 large alluvial fan to the south of Hog Lake is the

157 drainage divide between the Hemet and Santa

158 Margarita regional catchment systems; Hog Lake

159 drains northwestward into the Hemet basin catch-

160 ment system. The smaller, northern alluvial fan acts

161 as a block to this northwesterly flow, resulting in an

162 additional control for the closed depression. The

163releasing step-over is of the order of 100 m in

164width, smaller than Hog Lake itself, so this blockage

165is probably more important than the small structural

166step in the formation of Hog Lake. During wet

167years, water is supplied from both areas of drainage,

168but the southern drainage has a much larger catch-

169ment area and is likely to supply most of the water

170and sediment. Flow to the north is achieved once the

171pond fills to a depth of approximately 1.5 m, the

172spillway height around the toe of the northern fan.

173As the locus of fine-grained sedimentation seems to

174have been somewhat stationary, it seems that there

175is a dynamic balance between aggradation of the fan

176and sedimentation within the pond, providing the

177necessary characteristics to preserve a long record of

178fine-grained stratigraphy.

Figure 3
Seismicity (black dots) along the San Jacinto fault (from LIN et al. 2007). Historical ruptures are denoted in red, Holocene faults in orange,

late Quaternary faults in green. Note the abundant seismicity southeast of Anza where the fault zone splays into the Buck Ridge (BR), Clark

(CF), and Coyote Creek (CCF) faults. Also shown are the Claremont Fault (CL), Superstition Hills Fault (SHF), and Superstition Mountain

Fault (SMF). Many small northeast-striking cross faults are present between these major strands, several of which have produced moderate

(Mw 4.8–5.9) earthquakes in recent decades (1937, 2001, 2005, 2009, 2012). In the Anza area northward to Hog Lake, seismicity is

suppressed, leading SANDERS and KANAMORI (1984) to name this section the Anza Seismicity Gap (ASG)
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179 3. Site Stratigraphy

180 The trenches (Fig. 5) exposed excellent stratig-

181 raphy at Hog Lake, with the resolution of strata

182 improving toward the deepest parts of the depression

183 (full-resolution logs are given in the electronic sup-

184 plement). The sediments range in particle size from

185 clay to gravel, with most in the sandy silt to silt

186 particle class. Organic accumulations separate many

187 of the strata, with the amount of organics varying

188 across different areas of the depression. In some

189 cases, a dense, centimeter-thick peat-like accumula-

190 tion of organics is probably indicative of burial of an

191 organic mat during a large storm. Such a layer can be

192 seen to thin, disappear, or merge into an organically-

193 enriched, darkened soil (A horizon) toward the pond

194 margins. We interpret the organic layers as periods of

195 non-deposition and soil formation, or, for the wettest

196 and/or lowest areas of the depression, organic accu-

197 mulation. The sediment layers, in contrast, are

198 interpreted as representing punctuated storms during

199 which sediment was transported from the watershed

200 to the basin. The uppermost strata are capped by a

201thick A horizon soil, which indicates that the site is

202substantially drier now than for most of its past

2034,000-year history.

204We differentiated units on the basis of their lateral

205continuity, grain size distribution, color, and the

206presence or absence of separating organic layers. In

207many cases it was clear that an organic layer at the

208top of some units was related to soil-formation pro-

209cesses, but because the organic layers were very

210important in the lateral correlation of strata and

211packages of strata, most of the organic layers are

212given individual unit designations.

213Some of the organic units merge laterally with

214strongly oxidized, bright orange sediments that we

215interpret as surface burn layers. Some of these burn

216layers are present in all exposures and probably

217represent complete burning of the site. For other

218such strata, the burning was apparently limited to

219the dry sections of the depression, as oxidized

220layers west of the fault, where the surface is rela-

221tively uplifted and water-free during the dry

222season, changed to unburned organic-rich peat-like

223strata in the deeper parts of the depression east of

Figure 4
Oblique aerial photograph of the Hog Lake site with the base of Thomas Mountain toward the upper left. Note the large alluvial fan to the

south that probably provides most of the water, and the smaller alluvial fan to the north that partially blocks the outflow and enables the

formation of the shallow pond during the wet season
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224 the fault which were, presumably, wet at the time

225 of burning.

226 The units are numbered from top to bottom, with

227 increasing numbers downward with increasing age, as

228 we excavated deeper trenches during the latter part of

229 the investigation (full-resolution logs are given in the

230 electronic supplement). We primarily numbered the

231 major units that could be traced from trench to trench,

232 and excavated fault-parallel trenches for stratigraphic

233 correlation so that all common strata share a common

234 unit designation. In some areas of the depression,

235 units splayed into multiple discrete stratums; this was

236 particularly evident toward the primary depo-center

237 near trench T2 (Fig. 5). As we initially named the

238 units in our first trench, T1, this required subdividing

239 the units into multiple sub-units and designating them

240 with a lower-case letter, for example 149a, 149b, and

241 149c. We did this where designation of discrete strata

242 was important in interpretation of faulting events. In

243 other cases, there are more discrete units defined for

244 some trench logs, although we did not assign a unit

245 name to every recognizable stratum. We also did not

246 name some units for which the correlation was

247 uncertain or speculative.

248 We used the organic soil layers as primary cor-

249 relation features, because they are interpreted as

250representing the years or decades between large

251storms, and because they were found to be laterally

252continuous in most or all exposures. As many of these

253were partially or completely burned, producing the

254oxidized horizons, these particular layers were useful

255in correlating strata for which the fault-parallel tren-

256ches were not deep enough to trace all of the older

257strata directly on the trench faces.

258Most of the sediments in Hog Lake are very fine

259sand to silt in size, or finer, but several major sand

260(and locally gravel) units indicative of a few distinct

261flooding events account for a significant volume of

262the sediment (discussed in the stratigraphic section in

263the electronic supplement). We interpret the sand and

264gravel packages of units 150, 225, 550, 590–605, and

265750 as indicative of major storms that caused sig-

266nificant erosion and transport in the catchment areas

267of the two fans, resulting in deposition of coarse

268strata in the Hog Lake depression. The distinctive

269sand of unit 150 in trench T1 is clearly derived from

270the northern fan as the sand pinches out southward.

271Similarly, the coarse sand and gravel of unit 225 both

272thins and becomes finer southward from the northern

273fan, indicating a northern fan source. The silt and clay

274are likely to have been derived from both sources and

275are aerially extensive throughout the pond.

Figure 5
Map of trenches excavated at Hog Lake over four field seasons. Preliminary fault-location trenches across the entire valley enabled the

locations of the main and secondary fault strands to be established. Subsequent work focused on the interaction of repeated faulting and

sedimentation in the pond to establish the record of past surface ruptures
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276 4. Age Control

277 The stratigraphy at Hog Lake contained abundant

278 seeds, carbonized or burned reeds, detrital charcoal,

279 wood, root mats, and gastropod shells, all of which

280 are potentially excellent samples for radiocarbon

281 dating. We chose *120 samples from the different

282 trench exposures at Hog Lake for dating, and dated

283 several different materials from several discrete lay-

284 ers to test the utility of all potential dating materials.

285 The gastropod shells tended to yield older ages than

286 the seeds, reeds, and most of the charcoal, suggesting

287 a reservoir inheritance effect of older carbon.

288 Because we did not date a sufficient number of shells

289 to establish a good reservoir correction, and because

290 reliable material for dating was abundant, we did not

291 include the shell dates in our analysis. In contrast,

292 nearly all dating of seeds yielded ages in correct

293 stratigraphic order, suggesting relatively high reli-

294 ability and lack of post-burial vertical motion or

295 reworking. In total, we dated 111 samples of seeds,

296reeds, and charcoal to provide age control for the Hog

297Lake ruptures (the samples and their ages are listed in

298Table S1 in the electronic supplement).

299The uncalibrated radiocarbon dates ranged in age

300from approximately 110 to 4,000 years, with

301increasing radiometric age corresponding to increas-

302ing stratigraphic depth (Fig. 6). A few dates were

303clearly out of stratigraphic order compared with those

304above and below, because they seem too old (Fig. 6).

305Consequently, we did not use these in our initial

306chronologic models.

307We developed two chronological OxCal models

308(BRONK RAMSEY et al. 2012) with which to date the

309paleo-earthquakes. In model 1 (electronic supple-

310ment, Part A), we used the 97 dates that do not violate

311stratigraphic ordering and placed them in their

312stratigraphic order in OxCal to provide den-

313drochronologically-corrected ages of individual

314stratums and the inferred paleo-surface ruptures. For

315this model, we used all dates that enabled OxCal to

316complete its calculations. In model 2, we excluded

Figure 6
Radiocarbon ages versus depth, as determined by stratigraphic position, plotted with the stratigraphic locations of the 21 inferred event

horizons. Note that most dates appear in stratigraphic order. The few that fall significantly above the line are assumed to have some

inheritance. In model 1, we used the 97 dates that enable OxCal to complete its calculations. In model 2, we only used the dates that fall along

the age/depth curve
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317 dates that we regarded as marginal because most of

318 their probability distribution lay outside the overlying

319 and underlying calibrated age distribution. For model

320 2, 85 dates were used to constrain the ages of strata

321 and past surface ruptures. Both OxCal models, with

322 the table of all radiocarbon dates, are supplied in the

323 electronic supplement. However, in brief, removal of

324 the marginal dates had little effect on the overall

325 chronology of the Hog Lake sediments and tended to

326 shift only a few of the event ages by a few decades.

327 From these observations, we consider the overall

328 chronology of the site to be well resolved within the

329 stated uncertainties given below. Consequently, we

330 report model 2 ages only in the next section when we

331 discuss the ages of interpreted earthquakes.

332 5. Recognition and Timing of Earthquakes

333 Several criteria were used to identify evidence of

334 past surface ruptures at Hog Lake. Specific evidence

335 included the presence of filled fissure and major fault

336 splays capped by unbroken strata, folding of strata

337 with associated angular unconformities, the presence

338 of buried scarps and growth strata on the down-thrown

339 side of the fault, or where folding occurred on the

340 western up-thrown side, growth strata west of the

341 main fault, and the presence of flame structures, sand

342 blows, or other evidence of rapid dewatering and

343 liquefaction (WELDON et al. 1996; MCCALPIN et al.

344 2009). Because any one exposure is unlikely to

345 express all of these phenomena for every rupture, it

346 was critical to establish continuity of stratigraphic

347 units that are coherent throughout the site to demon-

348 strate that fault-related features are coeval. Where the

349 oldest strata were exposed, in trenches T4 and T2, the

350 deepest strata were correlated by the unique sequence

351 of stratigraphic layers that included thick sand hori-

352 zons (unit 750) and burn horizons. The evidence for

353 an event is considered strong if multiple lines of

354 evidence are observed in several trenches at precisely

355 the same stratigraphic interval. Examples of phe-

356 nomena used as evidence for past events are presented

357 in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10. The electronic supplement

358 includes a detailed event-by-event and exposure-by-

359 exposure listing of pictorial evidence for each surface

360 rupture from the various trenches at Hog Lake.

361Evidence for surface faulting was found at 21

362stratigraphic horizons, although some of the evi-

363dence was weak or limited to two or three exposures

364only (Electronic supplement Table S1). For instance,

365the event 1 surface rupture breaks through unit 50

366into unit 40 and is seen in some but not all expo-

367sures. The rupture produced only minor vertical

368separation of strata and we initially attributed this to

369possible after-slip after event 2. However, the

370observations of minor displacement match the field

371descriptions of minor displacement at Hog Lake

372reported after the April 1918 earthquake (ROLFE and

373STRONG 1918), that produced intensity VII to IX

374damage from Riverside to Terwilliger Valley south

375of Anza (TOPPOZADA and PARKE 1982; SALISBURY

376et al. 2012). The presence of liquefaction evidence

377in trench T2 that involves strata deposited after the

378penultimate rupture (electronic supplement B1,

379Figs. SB4, SB5, and SB6) supports the interpretation

380that this is the 1918 earthquake, because the site is

381usually under water in April. Furthermore, SALIS-

382BURY et al. (2012) attribute at least 20 km of rupture

383to the 1918 earthquake northwest of Hog Lake in

384their preferred model, with an average of 1.25 m of

385displacement measured for this rupture. Finally,

386post-event 2 sedimentation occurred before event 1,

387thus indicating they are indeed separated by some

388time. Consequently, we interpret event 1 as the

389surface rupture from the 1918 earthquake.

390Evidence for events 2, 3, and 4 are seen in most or

391all exposures, with event 2 occurring between units

39260 and 57, event 3 between units 100 and 90, and

393event 4 between units 144a and 140 (electronic sup-

394plement, part B, Figs. SB1–SB30). Event 2 was

395interpreted by SALISBURY et al. (2012) as the surface

396rupture of the 22 November 1800 earthquake, on the

397basis of historical reports, measured slip distribution

398attributed to the most recent large south-central San

399Jacinto rupture, and from knowledge of the results

400from the Hog Lake study which place the timing of

401event 2 in the late eighteenth century to earliest

402nineteenth century, as discussed below. Another

403possible option is the July, 1769 earthquake reported

404by the Portola expedition (TOPPOZADA et al. 1981),

405although that earthquake seems to have been too

406small (Mw 5–6; ELLSWORTH 1990). Events 3 and 4 are

407dated to the sixteenth and fourteenth centuries,

T. K. Rockwell et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.
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408 respectively, and are clearly prehistoric in age

409 (Fig. 10).

410 Events 5 and 6 occurred between units 144c/144b

411 and between units 160/150, respectively. Of note is

412 that these two events seem, on the basis of the

413 radiocarbon dating, to have been closely spaced in

414 time. Evidence was observed in some exposures only,

415 suggesting that these may be smaller and more sim-

416 ilar to event 1, or possibly intermediate in size.

417 The 21 event horizons and associated evidence

418 are explicitly laid out in the electronic supplement

419 (Figs. S2–S124), and the event ages are graphically

420 shown in Fig. 11, in which both chronologic models

421 are displayed. Of note is the observation that the ages

422 of nearly all events remained stationary except for

423 event 12, which was slightly younger in model 2.

424 This observation indicates that the ages of the Hog

425 Lake strata and interpreted event ages are robust.

426The event evidence is summarized in Part B of

427Table S1 in the electronic supplement, in which each

428feature in each trench face is numerically rated from

429zero to three, with three being regarded as strong

430evidence. The rated features were divided into five

431categories: upward terminations; fissure fills; folding;

432angular unconformities; and presence of growth

433strata. Liquefaction features, where present, are noted

434in Figs. SB2–SB124, but are not used in the rating

435scheme because it is not always possible to determine

436where the ground surface was when liquefaction

437occurred. All of the evidence elucidated in one of the

438figures in the electronic supplement is assigned a

439value of 1, 2, or 3, depending on the strength of the

440evidence. We have not described all examples of

441lower quality event evidence, although for some

442weaker events the lower quality observations are

443predominant. Some criteria are linked, and

Figure 7
Example of a fissure filled with organic sediment that indicates a surface rupture between units 199 and 200 during event 9. Also note the

growth strata on the down-thrown northeastern side of the fault. Gridding in this figure and in Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 12 is the same as on the full

logs provided in the electronic supplement
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445445 consequently may be double counted if both are

446 present. For instance, folding is commonly associated

447 with angular unconformities so both may be present

448 in an exposure. Other exposures revealed angular

449 unconformities but folding was not obvious.

450Similarly, filled fissures may also be upwardly ter-

451minated when capped by unbroken stratigraphy.

452Some weak evidence may be present in the images

453presented in the electronic supplement but were not

454considered sufficient to be worthy of description. In

Figure 8
Example of an angular unconformity, upward terminations, and fissure fills associated with event 14, exposed in the north face of trench T2N,

cut 3. A complete set of evidence for event 14 is given in the electronic supplement

Figure 9
Example of a fissure fill, folding, upward termination, and growth section associated with event 10 in trench T4S, cut 3. Other evidence of

event 10 is given in the electronic supplement
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455 these cases, they were usually assigned 1 or possibly

456 a 2, depending on our judgment. Without question,

457 this exercise could be conducted by several people,

458 yielding slightly different results, but overall should,

459 if done consistently, provide a similar relative mea-

460 sure for rating the strength of each event.

461 Once each type of evidence was rated for each

462 category, the ratings were summed for each interpreted

463 event horizon and divided by the number of exposures

464 that should have provided evidence for the event. If

465 every exposure had every type of evidence and all were

466 excellent (3), the score would be calculated as

467 5 9 3 9 the number of trenches in which the evidence

468 was present. For 10 trench exposures, this number

469 could be as high 150. This value would then be divided

470 by the number of trenches that exposed stratigraphy of

471 the correct age, for a maximum weighted score of 15.

472 As is common along strike-slip faults, no single

473 exposure had all of the types of evidence, and some

474 trench exposures were shallow and, consequently,

475 record a shorter period of time and fewer events. Fur-

476 ther, some trenches, for example Trench T1 had only

477 limited or meager evidence because of being near the

478 shoreline and having periods of non-deposition. Thus,

479 the final scores range from 1.6 to 11.7. The historically

480 reported 1918 earthquake, which produced only minor

481 displacement at Hog Lake, rated the lowest score of

482 1.6. Other weak events ranged in score from 3 to 4.4,

483whereas many of the well-expressed interpreted events

484yielded scores in the 8–11 range. One interpretation is

485that the higher-scoring events were larger earthquakes,

486as we discuss below. Table 1 presents the event ages

487from model 2, the numeric scores from our rating

488scheme, and our interpretation of event size.

4895.1. Completeness of the Hog Lake Record

490The stratigraphy at Hog Lake is exceptional, with

491millimeter to centimeter resolution of the decimeter-

492scale strata. Nevertheless, at least two factors can lead to

493an incomplete record of surface ruptures at Hog Lake.

494First, re-rupture of the same fault strand in subsequent

495events can locally obliterate evidence of the earlier

496event, as is seen in some exposures with event 2

497obscuring event 3 (Fig. 12). In such cases, our strategy

498has been to cut many exposures and demonstrate

499consistency of the event evidence from exposure to

500exposure. Although there is no definitive way of testing

501for completeness, the events with abundant evidence

502seem to also control sedimentation and the deposition of

503growth strata, separate indicators of an event, and we

504believe we have probably captured all of the largest

505events unless multiple earthquakes occurred during a

506period of non-deposition. However, smaller events

507similar to the 1918 rupture may not cause folding and

508angular unconformities, or force deposition of growth

Figure 10
Example of folding with associated upward termination and growth strata on the secondary fault, and upward termination and fissure fill along

main fault associated with event 4 in trench T2N, cut 2. Other evidence of event 4 is given in the electronic supplement
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509 strata, and if rupture recurs on the same fault strand,

510 evidence for such small events may be completely

511 obliterated. Consequently, we believe it possible that

512 some 1918-type earthquakes may be present at Hog

513 Lake, but for which we have no evidence.

514 Another possible reason all major events are not

515 accounted for is if two ruptures occur during a

516 drought or period of non-deposition, in which case

517 they could appear as a single event. Although we

518 have no evidence this has occurred, major accumu-

519 lation of organics is apparent in units 198–200, and

520 several oxidized layers suggest several episodes of

521 burning of the marsh surface. This is likely to indicate

522 that the rate of deposition was low during the time

523 period which included events 9 and 10 and leaves

524 open the possibility of a missed event, despite the

525 many trench faces that expose this part of the section.

526 6. Discussion

527 Several observations and conclusions can be made

528 from the long rupture record of Hog Lake. We first

529 discuss the long-term pattern of earthquake recurrence,

530then discuss the likelihood of the next large earthquake.

531We compare the recurrence interval and information

532on slip per event (SALISBURY et al. 2012) with the long-

533term slip rate (BLISNIUK et al. 2013) to better understand

534the context in observed variations in earthquake pro-

535duction. We then compare the rupture history at Hog

536Lake with that at Mystic Lake (ONDERDONK et al. 2013;

537personal communication) and at sites along the San

538Andreas Fault, both north and south of its juncture with

539the San Jacinto Fault, to develop plausible rupture

540scenarios for the past millennia or so, and to investigate

541possible modes of fault and segment interaction.

5426.1. Pattern of Occurrence and Recurrence Interval

543at Hog Lake

544To the eye, the pattern of occurrence of surface

545ruptures at Hog Lake is generally quasi-periodic in the

546long-term, although there was at least one cluster or

547‘‘flurry’’ of four ruptures within a 150-year period

548between approximately AD 1200 and 1350 (Fig. 11).

549Of note, one of these ruptures, event 5, was given a

550relatively low score of 3.5, which may indicate that this

551earthquake was smaller than the full Clark fault rupture

Table 1

Mean event ages and age ranges, and interpreted relative size of earthquakes for the Hog Lake sequence

Earthquake events Mean age AD/BC Age range Event score Interpreted event size

E1 1918a 1.6 Moderate

E2 1761b AD 1,723–1,797 8.1 Large

E3 1577 AD 1,535–1,627 9.7 Large

E4 1357 AD 1,303–1,389 10.2 Large

E5 1311 AD 1,280–1,362 3.5 Moderate

E6 1289 AD 1,267–1,315 5.5 Moderate or large

E7 1193 AD 1,118–1,267 8.6 Large

E8 1080 AD 1,028–1,144 4.4 Moderate

E9 947 AD 842–1,020 9.2 Large

E10 462 AD 382–545 11.7 Large

E11 280 AD 204–361 7.2 Large

E12 94 AD 51–130 5.6 Moderate or large

E13 -158 293–80 BC 8.8 Large

E14 -364 486–222 BC 7.8 Large

E15 -624 724–541 BC 3 Moderate

E16 -863 941–798 BC 7 Large

E17 -1208 1,303–1,104 BC 5.75 Moderate or large

E18 -1295 1,373–1,223 BC 3.7 Moderate

E19 -1434 1,532–1,340 BC 3 Moderate

E20 -1520 1,580–1,457 BC 7.5 Large

E21 -1794 1,916–1,691 BC 6.5 Large

a Historically known; surface rupture identified by SALISBURY et al. (2012)
b Probably the historically known November 22, 1800 earthquake
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552 which we interpret as occurring in events 2, 3, and 4 on

553 the basis of the work of SALISBURY et al. (2012). Event 6

554 was given a moderate score of 5.5, which may indicate

555 this, also, was a moderate event, although perhaps

556 larger than event 5. Furthermore, events 5 and 6 have

557 nearly identical ages, indicating that they probably

558 occurred back-to-back, consistent with partial rupture

559 of the Clark Fault, followed by a second shock.

560 Alternatively, one or both of these events could be

561 similar to the 1918 rupture but may have penetrated

562 deeper into the Anza Seismic Gap than did the 1918

563 earthquake, explaining the better expression. We note,

564 however, that the 1918 rupture (event 1) received the

565 lowest score of any recognized event and that older

566 such ruptures may have been completely obliterated by

567 subsequent events. This may indicate that all of the

568 recognized events before event 1 are larger than the

569 1918 earthquake, at least as recorded at Hog Lake.

570The long-term recurrence interval was calculated

571by taking the peak probability of each event proba-

572bility distribution (PDF) in model 2 and assigning a

573year to each event (Table 1). The intervals between

574each event were then used to determine the mean

575recurrence interval and its standard deviation. The

576coefficient of variation (COV) was calculated by

577dividing each event PDF into 10,000 pieces of equal

578probability and then using a random sampling

579approach to draw possible event histories for the

580site, requiring that the events be in chronologic order

581until 1,000 successful event histories have been

582achieved. The range of individual COVs for this

583sample of event histories is shown in Fig. 11.

584Models 1 and 2 yielded similar recurrence inter-

585vals and standard deviations of 184 ± 100 and

586186 ± 106 years, respectively (Fig. 11). The CoV

587of 0.63 was only calculated for model 2, our preferred

Figure 12
Re-rupture along the same narrow fault zone obscures evidence of earlier events. Here, event 3 caused displacement and folding of unit 100

down into the fault, capped by less deformed strata that are offset in event 2, and offset again, to a small extent, in event 1. Distinguishing

events in which rupture has repeatedly occurred in the same location can be challenging
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588 model that we carried forward. These values are for

589 all recognized surface ruptures, including the weakly

590 expressed ones. If we remove all inferred events with

591 scores below 5 (Electronic Supplement, Part B,

592 Table S1), assuming that scores below 5 represent

593 smaller, 1918-type earthquakes that ruptured pre-

594 dominantly to the north, the recurrence interval

595 lengthens to 254 ± 120 years with a CV of 0.54

596 (Fig. 13).

597 Another interesting aspect of this long record is that

598 in some periods recurrence intervals have been longer or

599 shorter than the long-term average. This is important,

600 because most paleoseismic records are much shorter (a

601 few events) and there is no way to determine if a short

602 record is representative of the long-term average and it

603 may, in fact, be quite misleading. For instance, consid-

604 ering all events, in the past millennium (events E1

605 through E9) the recurrence interval of 123 ± 70 years

606 has been relatively short, owing to the flurry of events in

607 the thirteenth to fourteenth century. In comparison, in

608 the penultimate millennia (events 9 through 13) the

609 recurrence interval of 262 ± 114 years was much

610 longer, approximately twice as long as for events 1

611 through 9. Similarly, for the oldest two millennia (events

612 13 through 21) the recurrence interval was

613 194 ± 89 years, between that of the past two millennia

614 (Fig. 13). These observations argue that recurrence

615 intervals determined from short paleoseismic records

616 may be in error by a factor of two, or more, when

617 compared with those from a longer time sequence of

618 events.

619 We calculated the likelihood of the next surface-

620 rupturing event by taking all the identified ruptures,

621including 1918, and using the recurrence interval

622calculated from the chronology of method 2. Using a

623Brownian passage time (BPT) model (ELLSWORTH et al.

6241999; MATTHEWS et al. 2002), we calculated a condi-

625tional probability of 0.20 for a surface rupture in the next

62630 years. If we discount the 1918 earthquake, which had

627minimum expression at Hog Lake, and assume the other

62820 earthquakes are large, the conditional probability is

629slightly higher at 0.23. If we use the recurrence interval

630for the past millennia, 123 ± 70 years, and assume that

631this best represents the current pattern of strain release,

632the probability increases to 0.34. In contrast, if we only

633take the well-represented ruptures presented in Fig. 13

634with a recurrence interval of 254 ± 120 years and a

635lapse time of 214 years, the probability of a repeat of the

636November 1800 earthquake in the next 30 years drops to

6370.19. In all cases, the conditional probability of a large

638earthquake on the central San Jacinto Fault is close to

63920 % in the next 30 years, irrespective of the model

640used. However, if a significant number of 1918-type

641earthquakes have ruptured at Hog Lake but been

642obscured in a complex manner by the larger events,

643the likelihood for a northern Clark rupture may be

644higher.

645It is interesting to compare the average recurrence

646interval for full fault ruptures with the long-term slip

647rate of 12:1þ3:4=�2:6 mm/year (BLISNIUK et al. 2013)

648and the average displacement near Anza of 3–3.5 m

649as determined from the slip distributions of the last

650three Hemet to Clark Valley ruptures (SALISBURY

651et al. 2012) and back-calculate the estimated rate of

652recurrence. Using this method, we calculate a return

653period for the larger ruptures to be 268þ100=�75 years,

Figure 13
Plot of Hog Lake events with scores [5. This assumes that scores \5 represent rupture in smaller events. This model suggests a longer

recurrence interval and more periodic ruptures between approximately 4 and 2.5 ka, and a shorter recurrence interval with more variability for

the past 1–1.5 ka. Note that the interval sampled can yield factor of two differences in apparent recurrence intervals, arguing that short

earthquake records are not reliable indicators of long-term recurrence
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654 similar to or slightly larger than the recurrence

655 interval we determined if only observed ruptures with

656 event scores[5 are used to estimate the recurrence of

657 large ruptures. If we use only the 14 ruptures in the

658 model where we removed the smaller events in the

659 ‘‘flurry’’, and assume 3.25 m of slip per event

660 (SALISBURY et al. 2012), the predicted slip rate is

661 about 12 mm/year, consistent with the long-term rate.

662 6.2. Comparison with Mystic Lake

663 The Clark strand enters the Hemet Valley where it

664 is buried by young alluvium, but continues as the

665 Casa Loma strand where scarps in the alluvium

666 northwest of Hemet are expressed (MARLIYANI et al.

667 2013). The Claremont strand is separated from the

668 Casa Loma strand at the ‘‘Hemet step-over’’ at Mystic

669 Lake, a step-over distance of 2.25 km (MARLIYANI

670 et al. 2013). Large earthquakes are capable of

671 rupturing through a releasing step of this size

672 (WESNOUSKY 2008), suggesting that the entire central

673 and northern San Jacinto Fault could fail in a single

674 large earthquake.

675 We plotted the most recent 12 event ages from

676 Hog Lake (chronologic model 2) against the 11 event

677 ages determined at Mystic Lake along the Claremont

678 strand of the San Jacinto Fault for the same time

679 period (Fig. 14) (ONDERDONK et al. 2013, in prepara-

680 tion). Several of the event PDFs at Hog Lake match

681 the event PDFs at Mystic Lake, enabling their

682 possible correlation. In these cases, we cannot

683 definitively state that these are the same events,

684 because of broad age uncertainties, but this interpre-

685 tation is plausible. In contrast, several events at Hog

686 Lake do not have a match at Mystic Lake, and several

687 at Mystic Lake have no possible correlation at Hog

688 Lake. Hence, if the dates are reliable, at least half of

689 the ruptures at Mystic and Hog Lake are not

690 continuous between the two sites.

691 6.3. A Rupture Model for the Central and Northern

692 San Jacinto Fault

693 We combined the paleoseismic data from Hog

694 Lake and Mystic Lake with historical earthquake data

695 and the limited information on slip distribution for

696 the past several central San Jacinto events to

697construct a plausible rupture history of the central

698and northern San Jacinto Fault for the past 1.5

699millennia (Fig. 15). In this model, we assume that the

700Claremont strand typically fails in large events that

701rupture the entire northern section of the fault, from

702Mystic Lake to its juncture with the San Andreas

703fault, and that the events observed at Mystic Lake

704represent such ruptures. We assume that we do not

705see smaller or moderate events, for example the 22

706July 1899 Lytle Creek earthquake (plausibly as large

707as M6.5; TOPPOZADA et al. 1981) or the 23 July 1923

708Riverside earthquake (M6 according to TOPPOZADA

709et al. 1981; we question whether this event occurred

710on the San Jacinto Fault). Similarly, we do not expect

711to see ruptures associated with 1937-sized earth-

712quakes along the Clark Fault, in part because the

713magnitude was probably too small for surface rupture

714(*M6).

715For the Clark strand, we assume that well-

716expressed events at Hog Lake represent ruptures that

717extend the full length of the Clark Fault, or may

718cascade on to segments to the north, and that weakly-

719expressed events are similar to the 1918 rupture. For

7201918-type ruptures, we use SALISBURY et al. (2012)

721and extend the ruptures from Hog Lake (or slightly

722south) to as far north as Park Hill in Hemet. We use

723Park Hill because it is a restraining step of moderate

724dimensions (1.5–2 km step) and the 1918 earthquake

725ruptured at least as far north as the mouth of Bautista

726Canyon with up to 50 cm of displacement (SALISBURY

727et al. 2012). Hence, if displacement continued to drop

728off to the north in the subsurface, where the Hemet

729Valley deepens and there is thick alluvial cover, the

730rupture may have extended as far northwest as Park

731Hill, situated about 5 km northwest from the mouth

732of Bautista Canyon.

733For the Casa Loma Fault, there are no paleose-

734ismic data to constrain its past rupture history. For

735this model, we assume that the Casa Loma strand

736ruptures with the Clark and Claremont fault for

737events that are plausibly correlative at Mystic and

738Hog Lake, and we assume it ruptures independently

739in 1899-type events or with Hog Lake events for the

740balance of the moment release.

741We use the relationship in Eq. 1 to estimate the

742average magnitude of earthquakes that rupture a fault

743section (SOMMERVILLE et al. 1999; HANKS and BAKUN
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Figure 14
Comparison of the Hog Lake and Mystic Lake rupture records. Green bars indicate events that may correlate between the two sites, whereas pink bars

indicate ruptures at Hog Lake that do not have a corollary at Mystic Lake and yellow bars indicate events at Mystic Lake that do not have a match at

Hog Lake. From this plot, we argue that at least half of northern San Jacinto Fault ruptures do not jump the ‘‘Hemet’’ step-over at Mystic Lake
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744 2002, 2008). For rupture area, we take the segment

745 length and use a seismogenic width of 15 km for the

746 Casa Loma and Claremont faults, and 16 km for the

747 Clark Fault. In fact, seismicity reaches as deep as

748 22 km near Anza (SANDERS and MAGISTRALE 1997),

749 but shallows significantly toward the south, so the

750 16 km depth is an average value.

Mw ¼ 3:98þ logA ð1Þ

751752 On the basis of Eq. 1, we calculated that rupture

753 of individual fault segments can produce Mw of 6.8

754 for the Claremont Fault, 6.5 for the Casa Loma Fault,

755 6.7 for the northern Clark Fault from Park Hill to Hog

756 Lake, and 7.2 for the entire Clark Fault. Alterna-

757 tively, using the rupture distribution for the 1918 and

758 1800 earthquakes determined by use of offset

759 geomorphic features (SALISBURY et al. 2012), and

760 the depth of seismicity along the Clark Fault (extends

761 to as deep as 20 km in the Anza area, with 15–18 km

762 depths to the NW and SE; SANDERS and MAGISTRALE

763 1997; MARLIYANI et al. 2013) to estimate fault width,

764we calculate the moments in these earthquakes to be

765approximately 1.5 9 1026 and 1.3 9 1027 dyne-cm,

766respectively, or moment magnitudes of 6.75 and 7.3,

767respectively, similar to the magnitude estimates based

768on rupture area. Estimating moment release for the

769Casa Loma Fault assuming 1 m of displacement

770[similar to 25 December 1899) and the Claremont

771Fault, assuming 2.25 m of displacement [based on the

772recurrence interval of 185 ± 25 years from ONDER-

773DONK et al. (2013)] and a 12–13 mm/year slip rate

774(BLISNIUK et al. 2013) yields values of 1.1 9 1026 and

7754.6 9 1026 dyne-cm, respectively, which equate to

776Mw 6.7 and 7.1 earthquakes, respectively.

777Applying these estimates of moment for individ-

778ual fault sections, and using the earthquake history

779presented in Fig. 15, we calculated a total moment

780release of approximately 1.7 9 1028 dyne-cm for

781the past 1,700 years, which yields a moment rate of

7829.9 9 1024 dyne-cm/year. This moment rate is con-

783sistent with a fault slip rate of 12.2 mm/year,

784assuming 16 km for the average seismic depth. This

Figure 15
Rupture model for the Clark, Casa Loma, and Claremont strands of the San Jacinto Fault. Events in red are those identified at Hog Lake that

do not have a possible correlation at Mystic Lake. Events in orange may correlate between Hog and Mystic Lakes, but might not. Events in

purple are Mystic lake ruptures that do not have a possible correlation at Hog Lake. The locations of the historical earthquakes are inferred

from their isoseismal areas and from mapping of the 1918 and 1800 ruptures (SALISBURY et al. 2012). Summation of inferred moments yields a

moment rate consistent with 12.2 mm/year of strain release for the past 1,700 years
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785 inferred rate is within the range of the long-term

786 rate determined at Anza (BLISNIUK et al. 2013) and

787 argues that the past 1,700 years has experienced a

788 sufficient number of earthquakes along the San

789 Jacinto fault to accommodate its long-term slip rate.

790 These data also suggest there is no need to consider

791 rare very large magnitude earthquakes, as applied in

792 the UCERF3 models to account for underprediction

793 of total slip.

794 ONDERDONK et al. (2013) suggest that some

795 northern San Jacinto earthquakes may coincide with

796 earthquakes documented on the San Andreas Fault at

797 Wrightwood. For instance, event E1 at Mystic Lake

798 could match the timing of either the 12 December

799 1812 earthquake on the San Andreas Fault (FUMAL

800 et al. 2002) or event 2 at Hog Lake, which we infer

801 was the 22 November 1800 earthquake. The 1800

802 earthquake is only reported from San Juan Capistrano

803 and San Diego, both with MMI VII damage (TOP-

804 POZADA et al. 1981), which supports rupture of the

805 central to southern San Jacinto Fault but not to the

806 north. The 1812 earthquake was reported from San

807 Diego and San Luis Rey (MMI V), San Juan

808 Capistrano (MMI VII, but this intensity is based on

809 collapse of the mission towers that were previously

810 damaged in the 1800 earthquake; no adobes were

811 damaged), San Gabriel (MMI VII), San Fernando

812 (MMI VII), San Bernardino (MMI VI?), and San

813 BuenaVentura (MMI VII?) and clearly had a more

814 northerly source than 1800. However, if the 1800

815 earthquake had ruptured as far north as the Claremont

816 strand, it is rather surprising that none of the northern

817 missions reported damage from this earthquake. It is

818 more likely the 1800 earthquake was limited to the

819 Clark fault, which is also supported by the observa-

820 tions of displacement (SALISBURY et al. 2012) that

821 indicate that slip decreases toward the Hemet area.

822 In Fig. 16, we plot the event ages from Hog Lake

823 and Mystic Lake and compare them with the event

824 ages documented for Wrightwood (FUMAL et al.

825 2002), Pitman Canyon (SEITZ et al. 2000), and Burro

826 Flats (UCERF 2 and 3). For ruptures that involve

827 both the northern San Jacinto and the San Andreas

828 Faults north of the common juncture, we expect to

829 not observe evidence for an event at Pitman Canyon

830 or Burro Flats, which are located southeast of the

831 juncture.

832Taken at face value, event 1 at Mystic Lake

833matches well the timing of the 1812 earthquake,

834but evidence for 1812 has also been reported from

835both Pitman Canyon and Burro Flats. This obser-

836vation calls into question whether Mystic event 1

837could be associated with the 1812 earthquake

838unless both faults ruptured nearly simultaneously

839as two discrete shocks. In contrast, a Wrightwood

840event in ca 1,700 could correspond to Mystic Lake

841event 2, and does not match well with event 2 from

842Pitman Canyon. Two older events at Mystic Lake

843match the timing of events at Wrightwood,

844although the Pitman Canyon record does not extend

845that far back in time to provide a test. In summary,

846up to four events recognized at Mystic Lake may

847have corresponding events at Wrightwood,

848although event correlations cannot be proved

849because of the uncertainties in event ages. In

850contrast, none of these four events have possible

851matches to events at Hog Lake, so if the northern

852San Jacinto occasionally does rupture with the San

853Andreas, it seems the south-central San Jacinto is

854not involved in the same events.

8556.4. Mode-Switching

856Finally, a comment on mode-switching as an

857explanation of the observed behavior of the Clark

858Strand of the San Jacinto Fault. Mode-switching is a

859self-driven switching back and forth between two

860modes of activity during steady tectonic loading

861which can result in clusters of earthquakes alternating

862with periods of lower seismic activity (BEN-ZION

863et al. 1999). The long record of earthquakes docu-

864mented at Hog Lake indicates that for much of the

865past 4,000 years the fault ruptured in a quasi-periodic

866fashion. In the past 1,000 years, in contrast, a flurry

867or cluster of four earthquakes occurred in a 150-year

868period, and the overall recurrence interval is much

869shorter. As described above, this may be explained if

870some of the observed ruptures are 1918-type events

871that caused only minor rupture at Hog Lake. Event 6,

872however, had a moderately high score (Table 1), and

873even the events with scores above 3.5 are signifi-

874cantly better expressed than the 1918 earthquake, so

875all could have been larger earthquakes. If so, mode-

876switching may be an explanation of why the fault
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877 experienced a spate of earthquakes, switching

878 between quasi-periodicity and clustered behavior. It

879 is interesting to note that the cluster of earthquakes at

880 Hog Lake corresponds to a relative dearth of events

881 on the San Andreas fault at Wrightwood. Similarly,

882 the sparseness of Hog Lake events between about AD

883 500 and 900 corresponds to a ‘‘flurry’’ of events at

884 Wrightwood (FUMAL et al. 2002). As the Claremont

885 strand experienced repeated rupture in this time

886 period, and relatively few events during the Hog Lake

887 ‘‘flurry’’, it is unlikely that the San Andreas and San

888 Jacinto faults simply traded off in accommodating

889plate margin slip in these periods. Irrespective of the

890explanation of the cluster of earthquakes at Hog

891Lake, the fault has apparently switched back to quasi-

892periodicity, at least for the past several large events,

893suggesting that longer recurrence intervals may apply

894for a repeat of the 1800 earthquake.

8957. Conclusions

896Fault behavior is governed by a multitude of

897variables, for example fault complexity and rock

Figure 16
Plausible rupture scenarios involving the San Andreas and San Jacinto faults. As for Fig. 15, red bars indicate Hog Lake ruptures that do not

correlate with Mystic Lake events, and purple bars are Mystic Lake events that do not have possible correlations with Hog Lake or

Wrightwood. The orange bars indicate events that may correlate between Hog Lake and Mystic Lake, whereas green bars are possible

matches between Mystic Lake and Wrightwood. The blue bars seem to be strictly San Andreas Fault events. Note that none of the possible

Mystic-Wrightwood events seems to have ruptured as far south as Hog Lake, and that none of the possible Hog-Mystic Lake matches are

observed at Wrightwood
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898 heterogeneity, changes in stress from previous rup-

899 tures, and ruptures and stresses along regional faults.

900 Seismic gaps, for example the Anza seismic gap, are

901 of particular interest because they may shed light on

902 fault behavior, for example the periodicity of large

903 ruptures. This in turn could be used in earthquake

904 forecasting.

905 The long, continuous record at Hog Lake reveals

906 the behavior of the San Jacinto Fault for much of

907 the past 4,000 years and indicates that the fault in

908 this area typically ruptures in quasi-periodic large

909 events. We also recognize the occurrence of smaller

910 events, for example that which occurred in 1918,

911 which are inferred to represent ruptures to the north

912 between the Anza seismic gap and Hemet. The

913 recurrence interval has varied by a factor of two

914 over the past 4 ka, when sampled in 1-ka intervals;

915 this observation suggests that short paleoseismic

916 records may provide misleading indicators of long-

917 term recurrence and earthquake production on major

918 faults.

919 Comparison of the Hog Lake earthquake record

920 with other records along the same fault and along the

921 San Andreas Fault suggests that rupture of the entire

922 south-central and northern San Jacinto Fault is pos-

923 sible but rare. The northern San Jacinto Fault may fall

924 with the San Andreas Fault north of their common

925 juncture, but if the San Andreas and full San Jacinto

926 Faults have ruptured together, it would have been

927 before the 2,000 years-long Mystic Lake record, and

928 expression of the faulting at Hog Lake would have

929 had to have been similar in magnitude to that for the

930 historic AD 1800 event.

931 The average recurrence interval on the south-

932 central San Jacinto Fault has varied over the past

933 4,000 years, with a long-term average of approxi-

934 mately 185 ± 100 years, irrespective of the

935 chronologic model used. The recurrence interval for

936 the past millennium has been much shorter at

937 123 ± 70 years, possibly because of better recogni-

938 tion of 1918-type ruptures or possibly because of

939 mode-switching between quasi-periodicity and clus-

940 tering. If weakly expressed events become smaller,

941 1918-type ruptures that only involve the northern part

942 of the Clark strand, then the recurrence interval for

943 larger earthquakes lengthens to 254 ± 120 years, and

944 they have quasi-periodic behavior with a coefficient

945of variance of 0.54. The 30-year probabilities vary

946from approximately 0.19 to 0.22, depending on which

947choice of events and on which timeframe is assumed,

948but suggests that the likelihood of a large earthquake

949on the south-central San Jacinto fault is less than that

950expected for the southernmost San Andreas fault,

951which has been largely dormant for 300 years (SIEH

952and WILLIAMS 1990). In any case, when the south-

953central San Jacinto Fault does rupture in the future, it

954is likely to be in the Mw 7.3 range if limited to the

955Clark Fault, or larger if it also involves the Casa

956Loma and Claremont Faults.
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